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In this paper asymptotic behavior of solutions of the integrodifferential 
system x’(t) = A(t) x(t) + f(t, x(t)) + & k(t, s)g(s, x(s)) ds is related to that 
of the differential system y’(t) = A(t) y(t) +- f (t, y(t)). Necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the uniform asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of the 
first equation are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be a real Banach space. We are interested in the operators which are 
defined on subsets of B and take the values belonging to B. The operator A 
is linear if it is additive and homogeneous. Denote its domain of definition 
by D[A]. The operator A is said to be closed if the set of couples (x, Ax), 
x E D[A] is closed in the topological product B x B. For a real 01, suppose 
that [I - c&-l exists, where I is the identity operator and D[[I - orA]-*] is 
dense in B. Let R(a, A) = [I - c&]-l and since A is closed we have 
D[R(a, A)] = B, 
[I - aA] R(a, A) x = x, (x E B), 
R(a, d) [I - d] x = s, x E D[A], 
where R(ar, A) is called the resolvent of A. Let J denote the interval 
to < t < co, t,, > 0, and / . 1 denote any suitable norm in B. We denote by 
C[E, NJ, the class of functions defined and continuous on E taking values in 
N, where E and N are any convenient spaces. Let K denote the class of 
continuous functions a(r), defined and continuous for r > 0, a(0) =I 0 and 
monotone increasing in r. Let Rf denote the half line 0 < t < co. We con- 
sider the integrodifferential system 
x’(t) = -d(t) -y(t) + f(t, x(t)> + .if: Nt, s) g(s, x(s)) ds, s(t,) = xc) , (1) 
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where x E B,f, g E C[J x B, B],f(t, 0) = 0, g(t, 0) = 0, k(t, s) E C[J x J, R+], 
and the operators A(t) satisfy the assumption (*) given below. 
(*) Suppose that for each t E /, {A(t)} is a one-parameter family of 
closed linear operators. Assume that for each t E J, the resolvent set of A(t) 
includes all positive real numbers, that the domain of R(a, A(t)) is dense in B, 
and that the domain D[A(t)] of A(t) is independent oft. 
Let x(t) E D[,4(t)] be a strongly continuous function defined for t E J 
and having a strong derivative x’(t) in B. We shall call x(t) a solution of the 
integrodifferential system (1) if it satisfies Eq. (l), with the initial value 
x(t,) = x0 , x,, E D[A(t,)], to >, 0, for to < t < co. Here we shall assume, 
without further mention, that (1) has a solution with the initial value 
x(h) = x0 , x0 E &q,)l, to > 0. 
A considerable literature, [l, 3, 4, 61, concerning the asymptotic behavior 
of the solutions of 
x’(t) = f(t) + 1’ b(t - s) g@(s)) ds, O<t<m, (1”) 
0 
exists under the hypothesis xg(x) > 0, x # 0. In [3], (-1)” 6tk)(t) < 0 
(6 = 0, 1, 2, 3; 0 < t < co) is assumed, and in [4], 6(t) is taken completely 
monotonic on 0 < t < co (i.e., (- 1)” bu)(t) < 0, R = 0, 1, 2 ,...; 
0 < t < UJ). In [3, 41, where f(t) = 0, the result (obtained with the aid of 
certain Lyapunov functions) is that if x(t) is a solution of (1”) on 0 < t < co, 
then lim,,, z(“)(t) = 0, K = 0, 1, 2. In [l] a Popov-type condition is imposed 
on the kernal, and, in addition, 6(t), s: b(s) ds ELJO, co) n LJO, CO); 
f(t), f’(t) EL,[O, co) is assumed. The conclusion is that if w(t) is a solution of 
(1”) on 0 < t < co, then lim,,, x(t) = 0. 
This paper is concerned with the stability and asymptotic behavior of the 
solutions of integrodifferential system (1). We give at first a fundamental 
comparison principle from which we derive, under certain conditions, the 
stability and asymptotic behavior of the solutions of integrodifferential 
system (1). Although the results on stability and asymptotic behavior of the 
solutions of integrodifferential equations have been considered in several 
papers, the results presented here provide a unifying framework in which 
one can study a large class of integrodifferential equations. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
In this section, we shall study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of 
integrodifferential system (1) by means of comparison with the solutions of 
differential system 
Y’W = 4) Y(t) + f(t7 y(t)>, ?‘(fo) = Yo 3 (2) 
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where f E C[j x B, B] and the operator A(t) is as defined above. To obtain 
our results we make use of the following lemma, which can be found in [2]. 
We shall state it in a suitable form whose proof needs very little modification 
of the proof of the basic comparison theorem given in [2, Theorem 1.4.11. 
For a similar lemma we refer the reader to [8]. 
LEMMA 1. Let the scalar functions WI , W, E C[J x Rf, R] and W2(t, r) 
is nondecreasing in Y for each t E J. Suppose that r(t) is the solution of the scalar 
integrod@rential equation 
r’(t) = Wl(t, r(t)) + J” k(t, s) W2(s, r(s) + #(s) ems) ds, 
fo 
01 >o, r(t,) = To, 
existing to the right of to , where k(t, s) E C[ J x J, R+], and 4(t) 3 0 is a 
continuous function dejned on J. Let m(t) > 0 be continuous on J such that 
m(t,) < r. and satisfy 
o+m(t) G J+t;(t, m(t)) + Ift & 4 Wds, m(s) + 4(s) eos) 4 
0 
where 
Then 
D+m(t) = li~rs~p(l jh) [m(t + h) - m(t)]. 
m(t) d r(t), t E J. 
Theorem 1 below investigates the proposition that the asymptotic behavior 
of solutions of (1) depends upon the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (2). 
THEOREM 1. Let the scalar functions W, , W, E C[J x R+, R] and W&t, r) 
is nondecreasing in r for each t E J. Let r(t) be anv bounded solution of 
r’(t) = Wl(t, r(t)) + 1’ k(t, s) W2(s, r(s) + #(s) eoS) ds, 
to 
a > 0, r(t,) = r. , (3) 
existing to the right of to , where k(t, s) and #(t) are as defined in Lemma 1. 
Suppose that for each t E J 
f,h+ R(h, -4(t)) (x - y) =z .x - 3 (4) 
for every x, y E B, and the resolvent set of A(t) is dense in B, 
1 R(h, A(t)) .1c - R(h, 24(t)) y I < I x - y I (1 - ah), 
1 f (f, .Y) - f (t, y)l < Wl(t, 1 x - y 1 eat) ePf, 
1 g(s, x)1 < W2(s, 1 x 1 eas) em-at 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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for every x, y E B, and for all sz@ciently small h > 0. Then 
;? I 40 - Y@)l = 0, + 
where x(t) and y(t) are the solutions of (1) and (2), respectively, for all t > t, , 
such that 1 x,, - y,, / < y. . 
Proof. Define m(t) = ekt j x(t) - y(t)1 . For small h > 0 we have 
m(t + h) < eatt+h) 
[I 
x(t + h) - R(h, A(t)) x(t) 
- h 1-f (t, x(t)> + j-1 W, 4 g(s, x(s)) dj 
- {r(t + h) - w, 4tNy(t) - mrm 1 
+ ( W, -d(t)) x(t) - R(h, A(t)) r(t) + h{f (t, W) - f (t, r(t))> 
+ h ( k(t, 4 g(s> W ds I] . (8) 
Since for every x E D[A(t)], R(h, A(t)) (I - hA(t)) x = x, it follows that 
R(h, A(t)) x = x + h/l(t) x + h[R(h, A(t)) A(t) x - A(t) x]. (9) 
Similarly, for every-v E D[A(t)], R(h, A(t)) (I - hA(t)) y =y, it follows that 
R(h, 4)) Y = Y + hA(t) Y + WV, 4)) -4(t) Y - 4) ~1. (10) 
From (8)-(IO), together with (1) and (4)-(7), we obtain the inequality 
where $(t) = 1 y(t)1 . Now applying Lemma 1 to (3) and (1 l), we have 
eat 1 x(t) - y(t)1 < r(t), t E J. u-4 
Since the solution r(t) of (3) is bounded we can bring eaf, 01 > 0, in (12) to the 
other side; then we obtain 
f@ I x(t) -y(t)! == 0. 1 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 1. The above theorem establishes the asymptotic relationship 
between the solutions of (1) and (2). In the case where the integral term in (1) 
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is absent, then the theorem gives the asymptotic relationship between two 
solutions of an ordinary differential system in a Banach space. For the 
asymptotic relationship between two solutions of an integrodifferential system 
in a Banach space we refer the interested reader to [9]. 
3. UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY THEOREMS 
In this section we shall only concentrate on uniform asymptotic stability 
of the trivial solution of the integrodifferential system (I), which we define 
next. 
DEFINITION 1. The trivial solution of the integrodifferential system (1) 
is said to be uniformly asymptotically stable if the following two conditions 
hold: 
(i) for each E > 0, t, E J, there esists a function 6 = S(E) > 0 such 
that the inequality 1 x,, 1 < 6 implies 
I .y(t, t, , .Q>l < 6, f 2 t,; 
(ii) for each E > 0, t, E J, there exist positive numbers S, and T = T(E) 
such that whenever lx,, j < 6, , 
holds. 
I s(t, to Y %)I < 69 t>tto+T 
Let V(t, X) be a nonnegative scalar function defined and continuous for 
t E J, x E B, V(t, 0) = 0. Define for each t E /, .Y E B, 
D+V(t, x) = li~+;ip(ljh) [V(t + h, R(h, A(t)) Y + hf(t, X)) - V(t, X)]. 
We now state and prove the following theorem, which presents a sufficient 
criterion for uniform asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of (1). 
THEOREM 2. kksume that 
(i) for each t E J, x E B and the resokxnt set of A(t) is dense in B, 
/hi* R(h, A(t)) x = r; (13) 
(ii) W, E C[J x R’, R], W2(t, 0) = 0, and W2(t, r) is nondecreasing in r 
for each t E J and 
I g(t, x)l < Jvz(t, I x I), t E J, XEB; (14) 
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(iii) VE C[J x B, R+], V(t, 0) = 0, V(t, x) is Lipschitziun in x for a 
constant L > 0 such that 
D+v, x> d JJTl(C v, x)), (15) 
where 
w, E C[l x R+, RI, W1(t, 0) = 0; 
(iv) there exists a function a E K such that 
a(1 x I) < qt, x), t E I, x E B. (16) 
Then the uniform asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of the scalar equation 
r’(t) = bV,(t, r(t)) + L JI k(t, s) W,(s, a-l(r(s))) ds, r(t,) = r. (17) 
implies the uniform asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of the integro- 
differential system (1). 
Proof. Suppose that the trivial solution of (17) is uniformly asymp- 
totically stable. This implies it is uniformly stable. Let E > 0, to E J be given. 
Then, given CZ(C) > 0, there exists a 6 = S(r) > 0 such that whenever 
r0 < 8, we have 
r(t, to, To) -=c 44, t >, to, (18) 
where r(t, t, , ro) is any solution of (17). S ince V(t, x) is Lipschitzian in .v for 
a constant L > 0, we have 
1 V(t, x) - V(t, .q <L / x - E 1 , 
from which it follows that 
Let us choose rs = L 1 x0 I; then we have V(to , q,) < r. . Now we choose 
S,(r) = ~(E)/L. Furthermore, we claim that if ( x0 1 < 6,(c), we have 
/“(4to,~o)/ <E, t > to, 
where x(t, to , .vo) is any solution of (1) starting in ( x0 1 < 6, . Assume that 
this is not true, then for some t, > to we have 
I “(h > to , x0)1 = 6 
which implies that 
to < t d t, , 
(19 
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Define m(t) = V(t, x(t)), then m(ts) < r,, . Further, for small h > 0, we have 
m(t + h) - m(t) 
= Iqt + h, x(t -+ h)) - Iqt, x(t)) 
= V(t + h, N(f -t h)) - F- (t + h, R(h, ;4(t)) x(t) + Izj(t, X(f)) 
+ h jt: w, s) g(s, .$S)) ds) 
+ r b t- k w, 4)) x(t) + w, x(t)> + h J-1 44 4 g(s, X(S)) dF) 
- I-(t + h, R(h, A(t)) x(t) + hf(t, x(t)) 
+ ryt + 12, R(h, A(t)) x(t) + hf(f, x(t)) - vp, x(f)) 
<L / x(t + h) - R(h, A(t)) x(t) - hf(t, x(t)) - h 1: k(t, s)g(s, x(s)) ds / 
+ .U 1 jf; h(t, 5) g(s, 4s)) ds 1 
+ K(f + h, R(h, A(t)) x(t) + hf(f, s(f)) - k;(f, x(t)). (20) 
Since for every x E D[A(t)], R(h, A(t)) (I - M(t)) x = x, it follows that 
R(h, A(t)) 9 = 9 + hA(t) Y + h[R(h, r2(t)) A(f) x - A(t) x]. (21) 
From (20), and (21) together with (1) and(13)-(16), we obtain the inequality 
~+m(t) ,( Wl(t, m(t)) + L j” k(t, s) IV&, a-l(m(s))) ds, t E [to ,hl. (22) 
fo 
Now, an application of Lemma 1 to (22) and (17) yields 
qt, W) < r(t, 4l 3 Y”), tg [to 9 4. (23) 
Inequalities (18), (19) and (23) lead to the contradiction 
u(c) < I’(fl , .r(tJ) < y(t, , f, , yo) < a(c), 
proving condition (i) of definition 1. 
Let 6, = SJE). It then follows that 
q, .r(t)) < y(t), t 3 t, . (24) 
Also from the uniform asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of (17), we 
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have, given u(e) > 0, t, E J, that there exist positive numbers 6, and T(e) 
such that Y,, < 6, implies 
y(t, t, 3 yo) < a(e), t 3 t, + T. (25) 
Let S* = min[S, ,8,/L]. Suppose now that there exists a sequence {tk}, 
t,3te+Tandt,+coask-+co,suchthat 
where x(t, t, , x0) is any solution of (1) starting in ( x,, 1 < a,,*. Thus, in view 
of assumption (16) together with the inequalities (24) and (25), we have the 
contradiction 
Hence, the second condition of Definition 1 holds and the proof of the theo- 
rem is complete. 
Remark 2. The above theorem is an extension of a similar result due to 
Lakshmikantham and Leela [2, Chap. 12, Vol. II] obtained for abstract 
differential systems. 
We next prove the following theorem based on the similar results given in 
[6, lo] implying the uniform asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of (1) 
in terms of the existence of an appropriate Lyapunov function. Corresponding 
to the integrodifferential system (l), we consider the differential system 
x’(t) = a(t) x(t) + f(4 x(t)), (26) 
wherefE C[J x B, B],f(t, 0) = O,f(t , x sa is ) t’ fi es a Lipschitz condition in X, 
and the operator A(t) is as defined in Section 1. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that 
(i) for each t E J, x E B and the resolvent set of A(t) is dense in B, 
ilir~+ R(h, A(t)) x = x, (27) 
(ii) lV, E C[J x R+, R], W2(t, 0) = 0, W,(t, r) is nondecreasing in Y 
for each t E J, and 
I At, 91 < wdt, I x I), tE J, XEB; (28) 
(iii) for every b > 0, there exists a Tb 3 0 and a function y*(t) continuous 
on T,, < t < co such that 
rj720, a-l(y)) < Y*(t), a E K, 
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for all b < r and t > 0, with 
G,(t) = it+’ I[: h([, s) yb(s) ds/ df + 0 as t--t al, 
(iv) there exists a Lyapunoer function V(t, x) E C[J x B, R+] for (26) 
satisfying 
4 x I) < Ut, 4, a E A-, (29) 
I V(t, x) - qt, y)] d L / x - y I , iw 
and 
D+V(26)(t, x) < -c( V(t, x)), c E K. (31) 
Then the trivial solution of the integrodz#ere-ntial system (1) is uniformly, asymp- 
totically stable. 
Proof. Using assumptions (27)-(31) and the standard computation as in 
the proof of Theorem 2 yields 
D+m(t) < -c(m(t)) + L If: h(t, s) W&s, a-‘(m(s))) ds, 
where m(t) = V(t, x(t)). The proof of the theorem will be complete if we 
verify the uniform asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of 
r’(f) = -c@(t)) + L ff h(t, s) JVz(s, a-l(r(s))) ds, 
to 
r(t,) = r0 . (32) 
This can be done by applying condition (iii) and a similar argument given by 
Strauss and Yorke [lo]. The solution of Eq. (32) can be written as 
r(f, f. , ro) = r. - j: c(M) ds + L Ji:jiI &, s) bf’,(s, a-1(r(s))) ds 6. 
Thus if 0 < b < r(s) between to and t, we have 
r(t, to, To) d r. - j-1 4ris)) ds + L sj: &, $1 ~4s) ds de-. 
If t 3 to > 1, then applying Lemma 3.4 given in [lo], we have 
r(t) = r(t, to, rO) < r. - lfl 4W ds + L f-, G(k) d& (33) 
0 
Define 
Q,(t) = sup{G,(E): t - 1 < 6 < co}. 
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Then &(t) ---f 0 as t + co and 
r(t) < r. - c(b) [t - to] + LQ&o) [t - to + 11. (34) 
Let E > 0 and choose S = S(E) so that 0 < 26 < E. Also choose 
Tl = Tl(c) > Tb + 1 so that 
2LQ,(T,) < min[c(S), l ]. 
Let r,, < S and t, > Tl . Then we claim 
(35) 
r(t) < E for to < t < co. (36) 
Suppose this is not true. Let T3 be the first point such that Y( TJ = E and let 
Ts < T3 be the last point such that r(T,) = 6. Then S < r(t) < E on [Tz , TJ; 
hence, by (34), 
c = Y(TJ d [L + Q6(TJ - c(S)] [Tz - Tzl + L . QdTd + TO 
<LQ,(Td + yo 
< (4) + ($2) = E, 
a contradiction, proving (36). Th’ p 1s roves the uniform stability of the trivial 
solution of (32). For the rest of the proof choose So I= S(E), To = Tl(c). Fix 
to > To and r. < So. Then (36) implies that 
y(t, to , yo) < 6, on [to 7 a). 
Let 7 > 0 and choose S(T) and T,(T) as before so that (35) holds. Choose 
T = [c(S) T,(T) + =Q,(l) + 261 WY > T,(q), 
which does not depend on to or ro. We now claim that 
‘(h > to 7 To) < s for some t, in IIt0 + Tl , to + T]. (37) 
Suppose that our claim is false; then 
r(tl , to ,To) 2 6, on [to + Tl , to + Tl. 
Let 310 = y(t, -1 Tl , f, , zo). Then 
0 -=c S B ‘(to + T, to + Tl, yo) 
B [LQ& + Td - 431 [T - TJ + LQ&o + TI> + YO 
B - &c(S) [T - TJ + LQ,(l) + S = 0, 
409/53/3-I=’ 
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a contradiction, proving (37). Thus by (36), 
r(t, 4 , I(4 , to, yo)) < ‘I, on PI v a), 
since t, > t, + T1 2 Tl and ~(t, , to , ro) < 6. Hence, 
y(t, to , F-0) < 7, for t 3 to + T. 
Since q is arbitrary r(t, to, ro) ---t 0 as t --, co. Also as T depends only on 7 and 
S depends only on E, the trivial solution of (32) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable. Consequently, by Theorem 2 the stated result follows, and the proof 
is complete. 
Remzrk 3. We finally note that the important special case which is 
covered by above theorems is the abstract differential system considered by 
Lakshmikantham and Leela in [2, Chap. 12, Vol. II]. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we give two simple examples to illustrate our results. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the linear integrodifferential equation 
x’(t) = A(t) s(t) + u(t) x(t) + 1: k(t, s) x(s) ds, x(t,) = so (38) 
and the related differential system 
r’(t) = 4t)y(t) + 4t)r(O, y(t,) = ?‘(I I (39) 
where s, ~1, k, and d are as explained above and a(t) E C[J, R+]. 
Define m(t) = eat 1 s(t) -y(t)] , where x(t) and y(t) are the solutions of 
(38) and (39), respectively, and 01 > 0 is a constant. By following an argument 
similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1, we observe that 
D+m(t) < u(t) m(t) + ekt St k(t, s) 1 x(s)1 ds 
to 
< u(t) m(t) + eat i t k(t, s) eoS 1 x(s)/ ds - to 
< a(t) m(t) + eQb 
r 
t k(t, s) (m(s) -t eJ’s 
‘to 
I r(s)l) ds. 
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If we assume that e%(t, s) < a(t) b(s), where b(s) E C[J, R+], and the solution 
y(t) of (39) is bounded, i.e., 1 y(t)\ < M for M > 0, then the above inequality 
reduces to 
D+m(t) < a(t) [m(t) + j” b(s) (m(s) + Meas) ds] . 
%I 
Thus the comparison equation (3) takes the form 
y’(t) = a(t) [r(t) + jt: b(s) (Y(S) + MeQs) ds] , 
If we put 
r(t,) = r. . 
w(t) = y(t) + j' bcs) cycs) + Mea,) ds, 
to 
+l> = y&J = yo 7 
it follows from (41) and the fact that r(t) < v(t) that the inequality 
w’(t) < (u(t) + b(t)) w(t) + Mb(t) eat 
is satisfied, which implies the estimation for v(t) such that 
(40) 
(41) 
x [y. + jtI fifeasb(s) exp (- St”, (U(T) + b(7)) d7) ds] . 
Now, substituting this value of o(t) in (41) and integrating both sides from to 
to t we obtain 
y(t) < yo + f 
t 
44 exp 
to 
(jtl (44 + b(T)) d’) 
(42) 
- [y. + 1’ Me”‘b(T) exp (- ll (a(q) + 4~)) h) dT] ds. 
to 
Further, an application of Lemma 1 to (40) and (41) yields 
eat I x(t) - r(t)1 < y(t), t >, to. 
If the right-hand side of (42) is b ounded for all t > to , then 1 x(t) - y(t)] -+ 0 
as t-co. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the linear integrodifferential equation 
x’(t) = A(t) x(t) - as(t) + lt R(t, s) Y(S) ds, a > 0. 
II 
(43) 
Let V(t, x) E C[J x E, R+] be defined by 
ryt, x) = L?*~x*, 01 > 0, 
where E is a subset of B given by 
E = {x E C[/, I?+]: x2(s) ems < x”(t) e”‘, t, ,< s < t). 
A simple calculation shows that 
D+V;(&t, x(t)) = aeltx2(t) + 2x(t) [A(t) x(t) - ax(t) + l: k(t, s) x(s) ds] ekt. 
If we choose the operator A(t) = I, the identity operator, then we have 
D+V(43)(f, x(t)) < &x2(t) [LX + 2 - 2a] + 2x*(t) e”” 11 K(t, s) eta(t-s) ds 
z L’(t, s(t)) [a + 2 - 2a + 2 j’ k(t, s) eiA(f-s) dr] . 
to 
If we choose 
s 
f 
k(t, s) e+l(t-s) ds < (a - pi - I), 
fo 
then we have 
Thus the comparison equation (17) takes the form 
r’(t) = -m(t), r(t,) = r, . 
It is easy to observe that the solution 
r(t) = roe -aft-to) , t > t, 
of (44) is asymptotically stable. 
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